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ABSTRACT
Motivation and Results: The position weight matrix (PWM) is a pop-
ular method to model transcription factor binding sites. A fundamental
problem in cis-regulatory analysis is to ‘‘count’’ the occurrences of a
PWM in a DNA sequence. We propose a novel probabilistic score to
solve this problem of counting PWM occurrences. The proposed score
has two important properties: (1) It gives appropriate weights to both
strongandweakoccurrencesofthePWM,withoutusingthresholds.(2)
For any given PWM, this score can be computed while allowing
for occurrences of other, a priori known PWMs, in a statistically
sound framework. Additionally, the score is efficiently differentiable
with respect to the PWM parameters, which has important conse-
quences for designing search algorithms.
The second problem we address is to find, ab initio, PWMs that
have high counts in one set of sequences, and low counts in another.
Wedevelopa novel algorithmto solve this ‘‘discriminative motif-finding
problem’’, using the proposed score for counting a PWM in the
sequences. The algorithm is a local search technique that exploits
derivative information on an objective function to enhance speed and
performance. It is extensively tested on synthetic data, and shown to
perform better than other discriminative as well as non-discriminative
PWM finding algorithms. It is then applied to cis-regulatory modules
involved in development of the fruitfly embryo, to elicit known and
novel motifs. We finally use the algorithm on genes predictive of social
behavior in the honey bee, and find interesting motifs.
Availability: The program is available upon request from the author.
Contact: sinhas@cs.uiuc.edu
1 INTRODUCTION
The study of transcriptional regulation is a pervasive topic in bio-
informatics, due to growing realization of the role it plays in all
cellular processes, and in the evolution of organismal novelty. A
crucial step in such studies is to identify transcription factor binding
sites that mediate the regulation of genes. This has proved to be a
challenging computational task, largely due to the high variability
and short length of binding sites of any given transcription factor
(Tompa et al., 2005). To model this variability, the position weight
matrix (PWM) has emerged as a probabilistic construct of popular
choice. A PWM speciﬁes the frequency distribution of nucleotides
at each position of the binding sites, and is considered to be related
to the energy of binding of the transcription factor to the DNA
(Stormo and Fields, 1998). The motif ﬁnding problem is to ﬁnd
a PWM representing binding sites of an unknown transcription
factor, ab initio from sequence data.
A particular variant of this problem, the discriminative motifs
problem, is to ﬁnd PWMs that are present in one set of sequences
(the positive set) and absent in another set of sequences (the nega-
tive set). There is an abundance of data sets that pose this problem.
For example, the segmentation pathway in fruitﬂy comprises genes
that are expressed in certain spatial domains in the embryo, and
genes that are not expressed in those domains. Such information is
easily available (Tomancak et al., 2002), and this spatial partition-
ing of genes is known to be under transcriptional control (Schroeder
et al., 2004). In general, any gene expression data set may be mined
to obtain positive and negative sets of genes (and their promoters/
enhancers), thereby presenting a typical instance of the discrimi-
native motifs problem. Compared to the traditional motif-ﬁnding
approach, where the positive set of sequences is contrasted with a
large ‘‘background’’ sequence set, discriminative motif-ﬁnding
presents much cleaner and more informative negative sequence
data to contrast with—the promoters that do not contain the desired
motif. However, in contrast to the vast body of literature on
the motif ﬁnding problem, the amount of research done on this
useful variant of the problem, especially for the PWM model, is
very little.
To solve this problem, the ﬁrst question to address is: How do we
‘‘count the occurrences’’ of a PWM in a sequence? No satisfactory
answerhasemergedforthisproblem,despitethewideacceptanceof
PWMs as a motif model. Let us see some of the implications of the
question, and pitfalls of some possible answers.
(1) Counting is different from simply asking if a PWM occurs in
thesequence(a‘‘yes’’/‘‘no’’question),anditisinadequateto
simply report the quality of the best match to the PWM in the
sequence. This is especially relevant for cis-regulatory
sequences where the number (and strengths) of binding sites
determines function (Schroeder et al., 2004).
(2) An ‘‘occurrence’’ of a PWM has been traditionally defined
by the ‘‘sampling probability’’, which is the probability of
sampling a given k-mer from the probability distribution
induced by a k-length PWM. The naı ¨ve approach then is to
count all k-length substrings that have sampling probability
above a certain threshold, as occurrences of the PWM. The
problem with this approach is that one does not differentiate
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(3) In many motif-finding applications today, there is prior
knowledge of one or more motifs that are relevant to the
data set being analyzed. It is thus extremely useful to be
abletocountmotifoccurrenceswhilefactoringinthepresence
oftheseknownmotifs.Thestandardheuristicusedforthisisto
mask out (partly or completely) the strong matches to the
known motif(s) in the sequences, as a pre-processing step.
This heuristic may be problematic if a match to a PWM either
overlaps with or is a match to another (known) PWM.
We propose a novel probabilistic score, called the ‘‘w-score’’, to
quantify the total number of occurrences of a PWM in a sequence,
while handling strong and weak occurrences appropriately. (This
addresses points 1 and 2 above.) Intuitively, the w-score may be
understood as the average number of times the PWM is ‘‘planted’’
by a probabilistic model generating the sequence, the average
being over all possible ways to generate the sequence as a concat-
enation of PWM and background sites. Since the score is based on a
probabilistic model for sequence generation, any known
motif(s) may be incorporated into the model as prior knowledge,
and the score of a PWM computed in the context of the known
PWMs. (This addresses point 3 above.) The known motifs may be
those that were computationally discovered in previous executions
of the program.
Having addressed the problem of counting occurrences, the next
questionis: How toﬁndPWMs (motifs)withhighcounts (w-scores)
in the positive set of sequences and low counts in the negative set?
One has to deﬁne a ‘‘discrimination score’’, which captures how
different a PWM’s counts are in the two sets, and devise an algo-
rithm that maximizes such a score over the space of PWMs. We
implement two different discrimination scores—one that directly
compares the average counts (w-scores) in the two sets of
sequences, and one that models the problem as a classiﬁcation
task based on the counts. We propose a novel hill-climbing algo-
rithm that exploits derivative information on the discrimination
score to guide the search. Certain algorithmic choices, explained
in Section 3.3, make the algorithm less susceptible to local optima
as opposed to a conjugate gradients search. (See Section 4.) It is
worth noting that the proposed PWM-ﬁnding framework can be
trivially modiﬁed to optimize other objective functions (not neces-
sarily a discrimination score), e.g., correlation of motif counts with
gene expression data.
The main novel contributions of this work are:
(1) A probabilistic model-based score to count PWMs while
accountingfornumberandstrengthsofoccurrencesandincor-
porating any known motif(s), within a statistically sound
framework.
(2) An algorithm for the discriminative motif-finding problem,
that is based on the new PWM-counting score, and which is
empirically shown to be resilient to local optima.
2 PREVIOUS WORK
The work of Jensen and Liu, 2004 proposed a Bayesian score to
be used by a PWM search algorithm, though not in a discriminative
setting. This score evaluates a speciﬁc set of sites assumed to be
occurrences of an unknown PWM, and their algorithm BioOptimizer
searches for the highest scoring set of sites. In contrast, the w-score
evaluates a PWM by considering all possible sets of occurrences,
weighing each such set by its likelihood.In other words, the w-score
‘‘sums away’’ the hidden variables representing motif occurrence
positions.(Thisisdoneattheexpenseofaddedbutmanageabletime
complexity.) Segal et al., 2003 counted occurrences (of a k-length
PWM) by summing the sampling probability (deﬁned above) of all
k-mers in the sequence, and deployed a conjugate gradients search
algorithm to ﬁnd discriminative motifs. However, their underlying
probabilistic model allows exactly one motif occurrence in a
sequence, and their motif-counting score is therefore different
from the w-score. Moreover, the principled incorporation of
known PWMs into the score is an important advantage of our
approach over that of (Segal et al., 2003), and this is demonstrated
experimentally in Section 4. The work of Xing et al., 2003
(LOGOS) provides a general framework for sequence analysis
with multiple motifs. It takes a Bayesian approach to motif detec-
tion, allows for prior distributions on PWMs, and in fact allows for a
more general motif model than PWMs. LOGOS uses a Hidden
Markov model (HMM) for distribution of motif occurrences in a
sequence, which is identical to the model used in deﬁning the w-
score. As such, both LOGOS and our approach can learn motifs
while allowing for multiple motifs and handling the statistical
dependency of overlapping motif occurrences. However, in contrast
to the Bayesian approach of LOGOS, we use an expectation
(derived from the same model) as the motif score, and this choice
is crucial in how the discriminative motif-ﬁnding problem is solved.
(The LOGOS framework does not allow ﬁnding discriminative
motifs.) The DME program of Smith et al., 2005 ﬁnds PWMs
that are most overrepresented in one set of sequences relative to
another set, and uses an enumerative search of a discrete PWM
space with a speciﬁc lower bound on information content of the
PWM. The enumerative search affords nice guarantees on the
optimization procedure, but this program, unlike our approach,
does not allow incorporating a priori known motifs during the
search. (It discovers additional motifs by erasing the predicted
occurrences of the currently predicted motifs.) Finally, note that
the commonly used ‘‘relative entropy’’ score (Lawrence et al.,
1993; Stormo and Fields, 1998) of a PWM measures the speciﬁcity
of the PWM itself, and does not ‘‘count’’ its occurrences in
sequences.
The discriminative motif-ﬁnding problem was also addressed
earlier in Sinha, 2003, Sumazin et al., 2005 and Takusagawa and
Gifford, 2004, among others. The motif model assumed was the
‘‘consensus string’’ model, for which the motif counting problem is
trivially solved. However, this is a less sensitive motif model than
the PWM, and arguably less realistic for complex transcriptional
systems.
3 METHODS
3.1 The w-score
This is a score to represent the number and strength of occurrences of a
PWM in a given sequence. We go through an informal description ﬁrst, and
a formaldeﬁnitionwillfollow.Considerthe sequence illustratedin Figure1a
that has substrings (‘‘sites’’)A, B, and C matchingoneof two motifsM1 and
M2 as shown in Fig. 1b—overlapping sites A and B are matches to M1 and
M2 respectively; site C matches M1. Fig. 1c shows six different ‘‘conﬁgu-
rations’’ for the sequence. A conﬁguration labels non-overlapping sites as
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the strengths of these (site, motif) matches. For instance, conﬁguration (1)
has lower probability than (2) because the (A, M1) match is weak and the
(B, M2) matchis strong. Wecan count the occurrences of a motif,say M1, in
each conﬁguration, and compute an average of this count, over all conﬁgu-
rations weighted by their probability. Roughly speaking, this average count
is the ‘‘w-score’’ of M1. Note that conﬁgurations with weak sites will also
contribute (albeit less) to the count. In general, every substring (and not just
the three shown) is considered as a potential site for a transcription factor
(motif), and will be labeled as a match to that motif, in some conﬁgurations.
Also note that the set of conﬁgurations includes all combinations of
(site, motif) matches for both motifs M1 and M2. Therefore, taking an
average of M1’s count over all conﬁgurations accounts also for matches
to M2 in the sequence, in a natural way.
More formally, the w-score is deﬁned as follows. Suppose we are given
asetofPWMsW {w
1,w
2,...w
k},inadditiontoa‘‘background’’PWMw
b
of length 1. We assume, as in Sinha et al., 2003, a stochastic process
that generates the sequence from left to right by successively ‘‘planting’’
occurrences of PWMs. (Fig. 1d.) At any position, the process chooses to
plant a PWM w
i (i 2 {1, 2, ... k, b}) with probability pi. A substring is
sampled from the probability distribution deﬁned by w
i (see Appendix), and
appended to the sequence generated so far. The process stops when the total
length of generated sequence reaches a ﬁxed value L. The pi, called ‘‘tran-
sition probabilities’’ are parameters of the model, with
Pk
i 1 pi + pb   1.
The sequence of PWMs chosen in successive steps of the process is called a
‘‘parse’’ of the sequence, which is exactly the same as a ‘‘conﬁguration’’ in
the informal description above. Note that the motif location model described
here is a zeroth order HMM. (Fig. 1d.)
The model parameters F   {pi} and the PWMs W[{w
b} associate
a well-deﬁned probability Pr(S, TjF) with each parse T of a
sequence S of length L. This allows us to compute, via Bayes rule, the
conditional probability of parse T given the sequence, i.e., Pr(TjS, F).
We deﬁne the w-score of any PWM w
m in the sequence S, with model
parameters F, as
s wm‚S‚F   
X
T
xm T Pr T jS‚F   1 
where xm(T) is the number of times w
m occurs in parse T. As we can see, the
w-score is the expected number of occurrences of w
m planted while gener-
ating S with model parameters F. The integral count of w
m in T is weighted
by the probability of T given the sequence S. In this sense, the w-score is a
natural probabilistic extension of the notion of motif ‘‘count’’. The condi-
tional probability Pr(TjS, F) is lower for a parse T with weak (low sampling
probability)sites thanfor a parse withequal number ofstrong sites,implying
a lesser contribution made to the w-score by weak sites. Notice that the
w-score is deﬁned in terms of a probability distribution induced jointly by
all PWMs W [ {w
b}, though this dependence is not made explicit in the
notation. The w-score can be computed using the Forward-Backward
algorithm (Durbin et al., 1998) in O(L · jWj · l) time, where l is the
maximum length of a PWM.
3.2 The discrimination-score
We now deﬁne a score to discriminate positive and negative sets of
sequences based on w-scores of a PWM w
m in the sequences. Suppose
we are given two sets of sequences S
+ and S
 , and the w-score ss of w
m
for each sequence s, i.e., ss   s(w
m, s, F). The ‘‘t-score’’ is a discrimination
score deﬁned as
t S+‚S ‚wm   
P
s2S+ ss/Ls
jS+ j
 
P
s2S  ss/Ls
jS  j
 2 
(jSj for a set S represents its cardinality; Ls for a sequence s represents
its length.) The t-score is the difference in mean w-score of the PWM in the
two sets of sequences, after normalization of each w-score ss by the respec-
tive sequence length Ls.
We also deﬁned and implemented an alternative discrimination score,
called the ‘‘logistic-score’’, described in the Appendix. It is similar in spirit
to the treatment in Segal et al., 2003 and Hong et al., 2005, where a motif
score is transformed to a soft class prediction using the logistic function.
3.3 Algorithm
We ﬁrst provide details of the algorithm, followed by a clearly marked
explanation. The algorithm separates the search space from the objective
function. Any set of substrings of positive sequences is a candidate motif in
the search space, while the objective function is the discrimination score of
the unique PWM constructed from the candidate motif.
Input : Two sets of sequences S
+ and S
 , integer lm (desired motiflength),
background motif w
b and any known motifs.
Parameters : The model parameters F   {pi}, integer n (called ‘‘motif
cardinality’’).
Search space : Any set of n substrings (of length lm each) of sequences in
S
+ is a candidate motif, also called a ‘‘site-set’’.
Notation : d(w) denotes the discrimination-score to be maximized, e.g.,
d(w)  t(S
+, S
 ,w) ifthe t-scoreis beingused.wka isthe weightmatrixentry
for base a in column k. For any site-set C, we use W(C) to denote the PWM
constructed from C in the obvious manner.
Desired Output : Site-set C such that d(W(C)) is maximized over all C.
Algorithm : Initialize the site-set C to one chosen randomly from the
search space. In successive iterations, update C (as described next) to
improve d(W(C)) until no improvement is obtained. Repeat the entire pro-
cess a ﬁxed number of times, starting from new initial site-sets, and report
the site-set with the highest score over all such random restarts. Construct a
PWM from this site-set, and report the PWM and its occurrences sorted
by their quality of match (sampling probability).
Update : The goal of the update step is to go from the current site-set C
to any new site-set C0 such that d(W(C0)) > d(W(C)). This is achieved in
two steps, as follows. (Also see ‘‘Explanation’’.)
(1) DELETE STEP: For each site c 2 C, compute the score d(W(C  
{c})). Choose the c that gives the highest such score, and delete it
from C to obtain a site-set C
del, of cardinality n   1.
(2) ADD STEP: For each lm-length substring s of each sequence in S
+
(on both strands), let Cadd
s represent the result of adding s to C
del.
Estimate the score of Cadd
s as
dest W Cadd
s      d W Cdel   +
X
k‚a
@d w 
@wka
     
w W Cdel 
·   W Cadd
s   ka    W Cdel  ka 
   
 3 
SortallsindescendingorderofdesttoobtainalistL.Traversethislist,
andforeachencountereds,computetheexactvalueofd W Cadd
s   .If
thiscomputedscoreisbetterthanthe scored(W(C))beforethedelete-
step,updatethecurrentsite-settoCadd
s ,andstopthelisttraversal.Inthe
Fig. 1. The w-score. (a) Sites in a sequence (b) Matches between sites and
motifs.Xmeans‘‘nomatch’’.(c)Allpossibleconfigurationsofthesequence
with sites assigned to motifs, and count of each motif in each configuration.
(d) Generative model (HMM) used to define w-score.
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have been examined without improvement in score.
Explanation: The update step deletes one site from the current site-set C,
and replaces it with a site (substring of some sequence in S
+) that improves
the discrimination-score d. The deletion step follows steepest ascent hill
climbing—tryallpossiblesingle-sitedeletions,andchoosetheonethatgives
the highest dscore, obtainingC
del. Theadditionstep is a simplehill climbing
heuristic, which attempts to ﬁnd any single-site addition that causes a net
increasein the d scoreoverthatbeforethe deletionstep. However,unlike the
deletion step, all possibilities Cadd
s are not evaluated exactly before deciding,
since exact computation is an expensive operation. (See below.) Instead, all
possibilities are quickly estimated using derivative information—for each
possible single-site addition to C
del, the change in W(C
del), the 4lm-dimen-
sionalvector(PWM) correspondingto C
del,is computed,andthe scoreofthe
new PWM is estimated by using the partial derivative information in each
dimension (k, a). (This estimation ignores quadratic and higher order terms
in the Taylor series expansion of d about W(C
del).) By then sorting the
possibilities Cadd
s on their estimated score, more promising candidate motifs
are brought to the front of the list L. This drastically reduces the number of
expensive exact evaluations done before ﬁnding an improvement, and also
leads to more optimal moves. Note that if the estimated new scores for each
possible addition were accurate, then the estimation step would automati-
cally produce the best (greedy) choice—the head of the sorted list L. How-
ever, the estimations are not accurate due to the linear approximation made;
hence the list L may have to be traversed beyond the head, with an exact
evaluation of d W Cadd
s    for each traversed site s, before ﬁnding a score-
improving choice.
Let Ltotal be the total length of all input sequences. Each exact evalua-
tion of d is an O(Ltotallm) operation using the Forward-Backward algorithm
for w-score calculations. The calculation of dest is an inexpensive operation,
requiring only O(Ltotall2
m) time for all possible single-site addition moves.
(See Appendix.) By using these dest values, we are able to induce an order on
the exact d evaluations that reduces the number of evaluations made before
a score-improving choice is found. Our experiments with the algorithm
(Section 4) revealed that over 90% of the ADD steps require only one
exact evaluation. An implementation that did not sort L by dest typically
required 22 times as many evaluations per successful ADD step, and took
3times asmanyupdates(moves)to ﬁnda solutionwhosescorewastypically
about 0.6 times that reported by the default implementation. The reason for
splitting the updateinto two separate steps(delete and add) is that this causes
the change in W(C) to be smaller for each possible move, giving better
estimates dest. A special move, described in the Appendix (‘‘big move’’),
is executed when the ADD step fails to ﬁnd an improvement.
An A
  algorithm that uses backtracking was implemented and found
to give better solutions in some runs. Use of this algorithm is available
as an option in the code. We also implemented alternative algorithms
such as Gibbs sampling and Conjugate Gradients optimization, which fail
due to reasons explained in Section 5.
Initialization of Parameters : The motif cardinality n is set to 20.
The background PWM w
b is trained from a user-speciﬁed background
sequence. (Higher order Markov models may also be speciﬁed for the back-
ground.) An optional user input e represents the a priori expected number
of sites of the PWM in all of S
+. (If not speciﬁed, we set e   jS
+j.) We then
set the model parameter pm   e/ 
P
s2S+ Ls . There are two implemented
ways to specify the model parameters pi for the known PWMs. One option is
to set all pi except pb to be equal to pm. The other option is based on
maximum likelihood, and is described in the Appendix. The assigned values
of the model parameters are kept ﬁxed during the algorithm’s execution.
3.4 Derivative computation
Here we provide a rough outline of how derivatives of the w-score are
computed. (See Appendix for details.) The w-score deﬁned in Equation 1
is the expectation of the random variable xm(T) over the conditional distri-
bution on parses, Pr(TjS, F). By linearity of expectation, we may express
this expectation as E xm   
PjSj
i 1 E xmi , where xmi is an indicator (0/1)
variable for the presence of w
m at position i in a particular parse. Obviously,
E(xmi)   Pr(xmi   1), and this probability can be computed by using the
Forward-Backward algorithm (Durbin et al., 1998). A derivative of this
probability with respect to any PWM entry wm
ka can also be computed by
a similar Forward-Backward algorithm, with the same time complexity, and
the derivative of the w-score follows. Thus, computation of
@s wm‚S‚F 
@wm
ka has
O(Llm) time complexity, implying that all the 4 · lm partial derivatives of the
discrimination score d may be computed in O(Ltotall2
m) time. Once all partial
derivativeshavebeencomputed,thedestvaluesfromEqn.3canbecomputed
for all possible single-site additions to C
del in O(Ltotallm) time, by pre-
computing the change in d due to addition of any given base a in any column
k of the PWM. (See Appendix.)
4 RESULTS
4.1 Synthetic data
We ﬁrst performed experiments on randomly generated sequence
data, with artiﬁcially planted motif instances, to get an insight into
the algorithm’s idealized performance under controlled conditions.
In any experiment, 20 ‘‘positive’’ and 20 ‘‘negative’’ sequences, of
length 400 bp each, were generated randomly. A target motif
(PWM) of length l   8 was randomly chosen with a ﬁxed ‘‘relative
entropy’’ (with respect to background) of R bits per column on
average. (R is an experiment parameter. Relative entropy is measure
of the column’s speciﬁcity.) l-mers were sampled from the target
PWM according to the sampling probability, and planted at
random locations, only in the positive sequences, so that the sum
of the w-scores of the target PWM was 20n. (n is an experiment
parameter, representing the average w-score per sequence.) Finally,
the top 20n occurrences of the target PWM, based on their match
quality, were noted as target motif occurrences. Each tested algo-
rithm was made to report the top 20n occurrences of its optimal
motif. The performance score of an algorithm is the number of its
reported sites that overlap (at least 6 out of 8 bp) target motif
occurrences, as a fraction of 20n. Since the numbers of target
and reported motif occurrences are the same, this represents both
the sensitivity and the speciﬁcity. (In some experiments with the
DME program of Smith et al., 2005 below, sensitivity and speci-
ﬁcity were different since the program predicted less than 20n sites,
and a harmonic mean of sensitivity and speciﬁcity is reported.)
Effect of algorithm settings: In the ﬁrst set of experiments, we
compared two different versions of our algorithm on the same data
set. We refer to the algorithm as described in Section 3.3 as
‘‘DIPS’’ (Discriminative PWM Search). Five random restarts
were used by the algorithms in each run. We set n   1 and R  
1.5, and performed 20 replicates of each of the following compar-
isons. These values (of n and R) are typical of PWMs and their w-
scores seen in known enhancers involved in the segmentation of the
early fruitﬂy embryo. (Data not shown.)
  DIPS was compared to a conjugate gradients (CG) search
algorithm, using the same objective function, and the same
number of random restarts. DIPS significantly outperformed
CG on 17 replicates; CG was better on one replicate, and
both algorithms failed in two cases. Conjugate gradients search
was found to get stuck on low-scoring local optima in 15 of
20 replicates.
  Two versions of DIPS, one using the t-score as the discrimi-
native score, and the other using the logistic-score (defined
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outperformed the logistic-score on 9 of the 20 replicates;
the logistic-score performed better on 3, and 8 replicates were
inconclusive. This is expected since the motif instances were
planted in randomly chosen positive sequences, and were
not necessarily uniformly distributed among the sequences.
Thus, the planting procedure was more akin to the model
assumed by the t-score.
  Two versions of DIPS were compared—one in which a
candidate motif was allowed to include overlapping substrings
from positive sequences (default), and one in which this was
disallowed. Both versions performed equally well.
Insensitivity to model parameter pm: We ran the algorithm DIPS
with different input values of the parameter e that represents the
expected number of sites, and that is used to determine the parameter
pm. (See ‘‘Initialization of Parameters’’, Section 3.3.) While the true
value ofewas20,weranDIPSwithe  10,15,20,25,30,separately
onthesamedata.Tenreplicatesofthecomparisonweredone,andten
random restarts were allowed in each program run. Figure 2A shows
the performance score as a function of e, for each experimental
replicate. For most replicates, the performance is comparable across
the different values of e. This is an important observation—it shows
that the algorithm performance is not very sensitive to the prior
expectation of number of sites, i.e., to the model parameter pm.
Reported score versus planted motif score: The optimal value
of the discrimination score, as reported by DIPS, was compared to
the discrimination score of the target PWM. In all 20 experimental
replicates, the reported score was better than the target PWM’s
score, typically by a factor of 1.3–1.5. (Fig. 2B.) This shows that
the search algorithm actually always ﬁnds a motif that is as good or
better than the planted motif, in terms of the algorithm’s objective
function.
Comparison to alternative motif ﬁnding programs: We
compared DIPS to a popular non-discriminative motif-ﬁnder,
MEME (Bailey and Elkan, 1995), that was run on the positive
sequences, and made to search for a motif with 20n sites. A
‘‘distractor’’ motif was also planted, mimicking the planting of
the target PWM, except that the distractor was planted in both
the positive and negative sets of sequences, in the same amount
as the target PWM (20n). We expected that MEME, running on the
positive sequences alone, will be confounded by the distractor
motif, while DIPS will correctly identify the target motif as the
true ‘‘discriminative’’ motif. We performed 20 experimental
replicates for each combination of the experiment parameters
R   1.25, 1.5 and n   1, 1.5, 2. The results are shown in
Fig. 2C. The average performance of DIPS is signiﬁcantly higher
than that of MEME for all experimental settings.
We also compared DIPS to two discriminative PWM searchers,
LearnPSSM (Segal et al., 2003) and DME (Smith et al., 2005). (The
LOGOS program(Xinget al., 2003),while similarinthe underlying
model, is not a discriminative motif ﬁnder.) LearnPSSM takes
into account both positive and negative sequences, and typically
performs comparably to DIPS (and better than MEME), except
for the weak-motif experiments (R   1.25, n   1, 1.5) where
DIPS did signiﬁcantly better. This is presumably because with
weak motifs there is a greater advantage to a model (DIPS) that
rewards multiple occurrences in the same sequence over a model
that allows exactly one occurrence (LearnPSSM) per sequence.
DME (Smith et al., 2005) performs better than all other methods
when the motif is highly speciﬁc (R   1.5), but its performance
takes a hit when the motif is weak (R   1.25, n   1.5, 2.0), where
DIPS performs signiﬁcantly better. We noticed that this drop in
performance actually reﬂected a drop in sensitivity, not speciﬁcity,
and this was because the motif space searched was limited to PWMs
with high information content. (See Appendix for details of how
DME was run.)
We performed a second kind of experiment, where a distractor
motif was planted only in positive sequences, and was made avail-
able to DIPS as a known motif. LearnPSSM was not informed of
this distractor motif. (We tried masking out occurrences of the
distractor motif before input to LearnPSSM, but the program
crashed on such input.) Instead, LearnPSSM was made to report
two motifs, and the performance score of the better of the two was
taken. We also included the program DME in these comparisons.
Since DME cannot take a known motif as prior knowledge, we
treated it similarly to LearnPSSM, i.e., it was made to report two
motifs, and the better performance score taken. (DIPS was made to
report only one motif.) DIPS was found to perform signiﬁcantly
better than both LearnPSSM and DME in these experiments.
(Fig. 2D). Due to our limited experience with LearnPSSM and
DME, it is possible that the optimal choice of parameters was
not made for these programs, and a rigorous comparison is
beyond the scope of this paper (Tompa et al., 2005). For instance,
the performance of LearnPSSM improves when using seed words
identiﬁed by the SeedSearcher program (Yoseph Barash, personal
communication); the same seeds may be used for DIPS also.
4.2 Segmentation network in fruitfly embryo
We next applied our algorithm to cis-regulatory modules
(CRM’s) involved in segmentation of the early fruitﬂy embryo.
Each CRM is known to drive gene expression in a particular domain
Fig.2. A:PerformanceofalgorithmDIPSasafunctionoftheinputparameter
e,theexpectednumberofsites.Eachrowrepresentsadataset.B:Comparison
ofthedscore(re-scaled)ofplanted(‘‘KNOWN’’)andreported(‘‘FOUND’’)
motifs for each of 20 data sets. The bold line represents FOUND KNOWN.
C: Comparison of performance among DIPS, MEME, LearnPSSM (‘‘LP’’)
and DME, in the presence of a distractor motif. Each row represents a parti-
cular combination of experiment parameters n and R. D: Comparison of
performance between DIPS, MEME, LearnPSSM (‘‘LP’’) and DME, where
thedistractormotifisknowntoDIPS.(EachfigureinC&Disanaverageover
20 experiments. Performance score of DME is the harmonic mean of its
average sensitivity and specificity; see text.)
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combined action of multiple activators and repressors, whose bind-
ing sites are harbored by the CRM. (See Fig. 3A-C.) The goal was to
discover PWMs for these binding sites using knowledge of the
CRMs’ expression patterns. We started with a comprehensive set
of 51 CRM’s, of median length 1383 bp (Schroeder et al., 2004).
While many of the involved activators/repressors and their expres-
sion domains are well-known, we overlooked this information in
this illustrative exercise, to simulate the typical application where
the target genes/CRM’s and their expression patterns are available
and the transcription factors are unknown.
We deﬁned ‘‘activator domains’’, i.e., our guesses for domains
where the activators are present, as broad regions such as
‘‘anterior’’ (50 100% egg length along the anterior-posterior
(AP) axis, measured from the tail), ‘‘posterior’’ (0 50% egg
length), ‘‘terminal’’ (0 20% e.l.,80 100% e.l.), and ‘‘central’’
(30 70% e.l.). This is in tune with the belief that the early stage
activators are maternally deposited proteins with broad expression
domains. Repressors in thispathway are believed tohave‘‘gapped’’
patterns (one or two bands of expression, about 20% e.l. long, at
variouspositionsalongtheAPaxis).Therefore,wedeﬁned‘‘repres-
sor domains’’, i.e., our guesses for domains where repressors are
present, as successive ﬁfths of the axis: ‘‘5.1’’ (80 100% egg
length), ‘‘5.2’’ (60 80%), ‘‘5.3’’ (40 60%), ‘‘5.4’’ (20 40%),
and ‘‘5.5’’ (0–20%). For each deﬁned domain, a ‘‘positive’’ set
of CRM’s and a ‘‘negative’’ set was obtained, as follows. For an
activator domain, CRM’s driving expression in the domain were
labeled positive and the rest were labeled negative. For a repressor
domain, CRM’s driving expression in the domain were labeled
negative, and CRM’s driving expression in the ﬂanking domains
were labeled positive. On average, each data set (of positive and
negative sequences) included 22 CRM’s. Our algorithm was made
to report motifs for each such data set, in phases. In the ﬁrst phase,
each activator domain was analyzed, and in the second phase, each
repressor domain was analyzed. The third and fourth phases were
repeats of the ﬁrst two, in that order. The top reported motif from
each domain in each phase was input as prior knowledge in the
following phases. Thus, a total of 4 + 5 + 4 + 5   18 motifs were
obtained, each of length 9. These are tabulated in Figure 3D.
Each reported motif was compared to a small compendium of
14 experimentally determined PWMs (Schroeder et al., 2004),
using the relative entropy (per column) as the similarity score. A
p-value was assigned to each similarity score, using 1000 random
permutations of the entries of the reported motif. In Fig. 3D,
reported motifs that match some known motif with a p-value of
0.05 orlessare showninbold. Allsuchmatches toknownmotifsare
consistent with the literature on this pathway (Schroeder et al.,
2004), as discussed next.
Phase 1,3 (activators): Motif anterior.1 matches the PWM of
Bicoid, the known anterior activator. Similarly, posterior.1 and
terminal.1 match known motifs of Caudal and torRE, which are
known posterior and terminal activators respectively. Motif
central.1 matches that of Hunchback, known to have activating
role in the central domain. Motifs anterior.2 and posterior.2,
discovered for activators in the third phase, match known motifs
of Huckebein and Pdm_12, that are known activators in the anterior
and posterior domains respectively. Note that different motifs
(Huckebein and Pdm_12, versus Bicoid and Hunchback res-
pectively) are discovered in Phases 3 and 1, on the same data
sets, showcasing the iterative incorporation of known motifs into
the w-score.
Phase 2,4 (repressors): Motifs 5.4.1 and 5.1.2 were discovered
when searching for a repressor in domains ‘‘5.1’’ (80 100% egg
length) and ‘‘5.4’’ (20 40%) respectively. They both match the
PWM of Knirps, known to be a repressor expressed at 87 100% e.l
and at 25 45% e.l., i.e., the same domains where the motif
was found. An important repressor, Giant, is the best match for
motif 5.4.2, but visual inspection revealed a few differences
between the known and reported motifs. Giant is an appropriate
transcription factor for the domain ‘‘5.4’’ (20 40% e.l.), being
expressed at 15 33% e.l. and known to be a repressor. The
known PWM of Giant was constructed from only eight binding
sites, and is therefore poorly characterized. This may explain the
relatively weak resemblance (p-value 0.05) of the Giant PWM
to motif 5.4.2. The motif 5.2.2 that matches torRE, and that
corresponds to a repressor in domain 60 80% e.l., is presumably
an artifact of the torRE (activator) motif present in the terminal
(80–100%) CRM’s.
Thus, all 10 discovered motifs with a signiﬁcant match to a
known motif, correspond to transcription factors with consistent
functionality. These 10 motifs correspond to 8 distinct known
motifs, from a compendium of 14 known motifs. Note that this
exercise did not utilize the known expression domains of the
transcription factors in ﬁnding their motifs. We expect that if the
positive and negative sequence sets were created based on a
factor’s precise expression domain, the motif recovery would
improve further. The remaining 8 discovered motifs, with insigniﬁ-
cant matches to known motifs, are candidates for being novel
motifs. In particular, motifs 5.3.1, 5.5.2, corresponding to an
unknown repressor in domains ‘‘5.3’’ (40 60% e.l.) and ‘‘5.5’’
(0 20% e.l.), and the motif central.2, corresponding to an activator
in the central domain, are very dissimilar to the known PWMs and
deserve further investigation.
4.3 Social behavior in honey bee
Whitﬁeld et al., 2003 identiﬁed a small set of genes whose
expression pattern in whole brain microarray experiments were
most discriminative of foraging behavior versus nursing behavior
Fig. 3. A, B, C: Example of CRM action in fruitfly embryo. A: CRM with
binding sites for transcription factors bcd, Hb (activators) and Kr, Gt (re-
pressors).B:ConcentrationprofilesofeachtranscriptionfactoralongtheA-P
axis. The shaded region is where the CRM drives expression. Bcd and Hb
activate, Gt represses from anterior and Kr represses from posterior. C: The
domain of expression driven by the CRM, in the embryo. D: Motifs discov-
eredineachphase,andforeachexpressiondomain;thebestmatchingknown
motif, and the p-value of this match.
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(21 up-regulated in foragers, 11 up-regulated in nurses). The motif
thatwas most discriminativeofthese twosets ofpromoters is shown
in Fig 4A. This motif is very similar to the well characterized
GAGA element (Fig 4B). The GAGA binding factor is known to
regulate gene expression in Drosophila by modulating chromatin
structure. Since foraging and nursing behavior in honey bees are
controlled by social conditions, our ﬁnding represents an important
progress in understanding the molecular basis of social behavior.
5 DISCUSSION
The presented algorithm searches the space of site-sets, while
the objective function is deﬁned in terms of PWMs. Using PWM
w-scores in input sequences is a more sensitive measure of motif
occurrence than scores based on the site-set alone (Jensen and Liu,
2004; Lawrence et al., 1993), and is crucial for incorporation
of negative sequence information in our framework. On the other
hand, the search space of site-sets is a restricted subspace of the
space of all PWMs (i.e., R4lm). This imposes a minimum magnitude
on any local move made by the algorithm, and is possibly the reason
why the algorithm better avoids local optima than a conjugate
gradients search in R4lm. (See Section 4.) A related issue here is
the ‘‘motif cardinality’’, i.e., the number of substrings forming a
site-set. A large value takes us closer to the R4lm space, while a very
small value makes the search space too small and restrictive. We
empirically found a motif cardinality of 20 to work well. Finally, we
note that there are other ways to restrict the search space than using
the space of site-sets; these were not explored.
The algorithm uses a hill climbing heuristic—it moves to
any neighbor that gives an improvement, using derivative informa-
tion to order the evaluation of possible moves. The exact score
computation for any new candidate motif is an expensive operation,
linear in the total length of sequences. An alternative strategy such
as Gibbs sampling would require evaluating a large number of
neighbors (linear in the average length of a sequence) before decid-
ing the move, and is hence impractical in this setting. Another
algorithmic choice was to run our hill climbing algorithm followed
by conjugate gradients search in the R
4l space—we tested this
option and found no improvement in performance. The presented
algorithm is fairly robust to the choice of the initial random seed. In
the experiments of Section 4, the optimal motif was typically
obtained in at least two of the ﬁve random restarts.
Thealgorithmisimplementedtooptimizeanydifferentiablefunc-
tion of the w-scores in individual sequences, and may be trivially
modiﬁed to use only the positive set of sequences (as in traditional
motif ﬁnding), or to optimize correlations between sequence and
geneexpression data.Such modiﬁcations andtheir performance are,
however, outside the scope of this paper. The w-score may also
be computed in the presence of multiple-species data, using a pro-
babilistic model of binding site evolution (Sinha et al., 2004),
therefore enabling a phylogenetic version of the algorithm.
The model parameters F (including the unknown motif’s pm)
deﬁne the ‘‘global distribution’’ (Xing et al., 2003) Pr(T) on
motif occurrences. We then use Bayes rule to compute the condi-
tional distribution Pr(TjS) on parses, and hence compute an aver-
age count of the motif(s) given the sequence data. One option that
was not explored is to include pm as a trainable parameter in the
search algorithm, i.e., to ﬁnd the w
m and the pm that maximize the
discrimination score. However, this will mean that the count
(w-score) of w
m in a sequence S will depend on sequences other
than S.
6 FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS
The choice of the model parameter pm is ad hoc. Further exploration
of this issue, such as speciﬁcation of a probability distribution over
pm, and integration over that distribution, will be important. Simi-
larly, the choice of the optimal motif (site-set) cardinality is a future
research direction. We will also explore a probabilistic version
of the discrimination score, such as that of Segal et al., 2003,
while using the w-score to count PWM occurrences.
We have proposed a statistically sound method to ‘‘count’’ PWM
(motif) occurrences in a given DNA sequence. This count is
efﬁciently differentiable withrespect tothe PWM parameters, enab-
ling search algorithms to use derivative information for a large class
of objective functions. We propose a derivative-guided hill climb-
ing algorithm to ﬁnd a motif that best discriminates two different
sets of sequences by its counts in those sequences. The algorithm
is tested on synthetic data and is applied to the segmentation path-
way in the fruitﬂy and on behavioral genes in honey bee to elicit
several interesting motifs.
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7.1 Sampling probability for PWM
LetwkadenotetheprobabilityofbaseaincolumnkofaPWM
w of length l. The weight matrix induces a probability
distribution on all strings of length l. The probability of sam-
pling a string s of length l from the PWM w is defined as
Pr sjw   
Ql
k 1 wksk, where sk is the k
th base of s.
7.2 Logistic-score
The ‘‘logistic-score’’ is an alternative discrimination score
implemented, defined as l(S
+, S
 , w
m)  
 
  X
s2S+
 1   logit ss/Ls  
2 +
X
s2S-
 logit ss/Ls  
2
 
 4 
where the function logit(x)   2/(1 +e
 vx)   1 is a rescaled
logisticfunctionwithrange0(atx 0)to1(atx 1).(Lsfora
string s represents its length.)
The logistic-score represents the least-squares error of a
classifier that uses the logit function as a soft predictor for
class membership, with 0 representing S
  and 1 representing
S
+. (The negative sign is to minimize the error while max-
imizing the function.) In the algorithm, during the initializa-
tion of parameters, the exponent factor v in the logistic
function is set to 2e/jS
+j. (See ‘‘Initialization of Para-
meters’’, Section 3.3, for definition of e.)
7.3 The ‘‘big move’’
Theupdate(Section3.3)usestwoseparatehillclimbingsteps.
Assuch,itmayfailtofindanimprovementevenifthereexists
adeletionchoicethatisitselfnon-optimal,butleadstoascore
improvement in combination with the appropriate addition
choice. The ‘‘big move’’ is executed when the above default
procedure fails. This move effects each possible deletion,
computesderivatives,andestimatesthescoreofeachpossible
addition. It then sorts all such deletion-addition pairs by esti-
mated score, and serially evaluates each pair, stopping when
animprovementisfound,orwhenacertainnumberofevalua-
tions (500, for the current implementation) have been made.
7.4 Incorporating known PWMs into the score
The algorithm assigns the transition probabilities for the
known motifs Wknown   {w
1, ...w
k} separately for each
sequence S, as follows. It first assumes that the only PWMs
in the model are w
b and the set Wknown, and computes the
values of the corresponding pi parameters that maximize
the likelihood ofthe sequence S.This computation, described
in Sinha et al. 2003, uses an Expectation-Maximization algo-
rithm and is known to have good convergence property. The
transitionprobabilitiespi,fori 1...k,arethenfixedatthese
trained values. The transition probability pm for the desired
motifw
misthenassignedasdescribedinSection3.3,andpbis
obtained from the constraint  
Pk
j 1 pj  + pm + pb   1. Note
thatthisstepcauseslittlechangeinpb,sincepmissmall;hence
the values of p1, p2 ,...pk and pb are those determined by the
maximum likelihood inference.
7.5 Computing derivatives of w-score
Thew-scoreofPWMw
minsequenceSoflengthLwithmodel
parameterpmisdefinedinEquation1.Were-writethedefini-
tion with a slight change of notation as
sm S   
X
T
xm T Pr T jS‚Q 
wherexm(T)isthenumberoftimesw
misplantedinparseT,
and Q represents the model parameters. In the general case,
this includes w
m and its transition probability pm, the back-
groundmotifw
b(withpb),andthesetofknownmotifsWknown
 {w
1,w
2,...w
k} with corresponding transition probabilities
p1,p2,...pk,withtheconstraint 
Pk
j 1 pj  + pb + pm   1.Let
theindicator(0/1)variableXml(T)be1ifmotifw
misplantedat
position l in parse T. Then sm(S) 
X L
l 1
X
T jXml T  1
Pr T jS‚Q   
X
l
X
T jXml T  1
Pr S‚T jQ 
Pr SjQ 
 5 
Therefore, we can write the partial derivative of sm(S) as
@sm S 
@wm
kg  
@
@wm
kg
P
l
P
TjXml T  1
Pr S‚TjQ 
Pr SjQ 
 
sm S  @
@wm
kg Pr SjQ 
Pr SjQ 
 6 
Let B and C denote the two terms in the sum on the right
hand side. Let us define the ‘‘forward’’ variable a(l) as the
probability of generating the subsequence S[1...l] by the
model, such that some w
i ends at l. Similarly, let the ‘‘back-
ward’’ variable b(l) be the probability of generating the sub-
sequence S[l...L] by the model, such that some w
ibegins at l.
Let a
0
 l   
@a l 
@wm
kg and b
0
 l   
@b l 
@wm
kg. By definition, a(L)  
Pr(SjQ),hencewehave @
@wm
kg Pr SjQ    a
0
 L .Thisgivesus
C  
sm S a
0
 L 
a L 
 7 
B  
1
a L 
X
l
@
@wm
kg
X
T jXml T  1
Pr S‚T jQ   8 
Now, the term
P
T jXml T  1 Pr S‚T jQ  may be expressed using
the forward and backward variables as being equal to a(l  
1)pmPr(S[l...l+lm   1]jw
m)b(l + lm), where lm is the length of
w
m. Hence we have
@
@wm
kg
P
T jXml T  1 Pr S‚T jQ 
  a
0
 l-1 pmPr S l...l + lm-1 jwm b l + lm 
+ a l-1 pm  @
@wm
kg
Pr S l...l + lm   1 jwm  b l + lm 
+ a l   1 pmPr S l...l + lm   1 jwm b
0
 l + lm 
 9 
where @
@wm
kg Pr S l...l + lm   1 jwm   
Qlm
j 1  wm
jg 
 1-djk , and djk
is the Kronecker delta function. Finally, we consider the derivatives
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P
ia(l  
li)piPr(S[l  li + 1 ...l]jw
i), where li is the length of w
i, we can
write a
0
(l)  
 
X
i
a
0
 l   li piPr S l-li + 1...l jwi  
+ a l   lm pm
@Pr S l   lm + 1...l jwm 
@wm
kg
 10 
andb0(l)isobtainedbyasimilarrecursion.CombiningEquations7,
8,9,10,andreplacingintoEquation6,weobtainthepartialderivative
of sm(S) with respect to wm
kg.
In the implementation, underflows are handled by
using scaling constants, an issue not considered in the
above description.
7.6 Time complexity
a0 and b0 can be computed using a forward and backward
algorithm in time O(L
P
ili). Computation of B has the same
time complexity, and hence computing each @sm S = @wm
kg 
takes O(L
P
ili) time, giving an O(Llm
P
ili) time complexity
fortheentirederivativecomputationofthew-score.Sincethis
computation has to be done for each sequence in S
+ [ S
 , the
totaltimecomplexityisO(Ltotallm
P
ili).IftheonlyPWMsare
w
m and w
b, this reduces to O(Ltotall2
m).
Knowingall4lmpartialderivatives,wecancomputethedest
for all single-site additions s to the current site-set C
del as
follows. Note that any site addition s   s1s2 ...slm changes
the PWM W(C
del) in a particular way: in column k, the
frequency (integral count) of base sk goes up by 1, and the
frequency of the other bases in that column remains same.
Thus,thereareonlyfourpossibilitiesforthe(vector)changein
the k
th column, regardless of s. Hence there are only
four possibilities for the term
P
a  
@d w 
@wka j w W Cdel  ·
  W Cadd
s   ka    W Cdel  ka  , regardless of s. We can pre-
compute each of these four possibilities, for each k. Then, for
any single-site addition s, we only have to look up lm of these
pre-computed values (one for each k) and sum them to obtain
dest W Cadd
s   -d W Cdel  ,inO(lm)time.Thus,computingthe
dest for all possible single-site additions takes O(L
+lm) time,
whereL
+isthetotallengthofallpositivesequences,andhence
the maximum number of single-site additions s.
7.7 Experiments on synthetic data
Our program (DIPS) was run with the ‘-len’ option set to the
desired motif length, with ‘‘-niter 5’’ to try 5 random initial
seeds per motif, and ‘‘-nsites’’ set to the 20n, which is the
number of sites planted.
LearnPSSMwasrunwithseedlength(-l)andPSSMlength
(-L)bothsettothedesiredmotiflength,withthe‘-r’optionto
searchbothstrands,andwith‘‘-m1000’’totry1000seedsfor
each motif. The ‘‘Training’’ file assigned a weight of 0.99 to
each sequence inthe positiveset, andaweight of 0.01toeach
sequence in the negative set.
DMEwasrunwithmotifwidth(-w)settothedesiredmotif
length,andthe‘‘minimumnumberofbitspercolumn’’(-i)set
to1.5.Wealsoexperimentedwithsettingthe‘-i’optionequal
tothebitspercolumnofthetrue(planted)motif,andfoundthe
resultstobepoorerforweakmotifs(-i1.25),andhencereport
the better results (from using -i 1.5).
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